
18s close out season '08 with a win,.....and a title! 

  
it wasn't known beforehand but monday's final junior match was, in fact, the 18s chance to share the 

league title.  motherwell rocked up and, playing their first game in weeks due to horrible weather, won 
the toss and chose to bowl.  the 'loc - aware of the conditions - wanted to get off to a fast start.  and so 
dani' and scotty were despatched to the middle.  in a game ultimately reduced to fifteen overs-a-side the 

'locsters would post 106 for the loss of just four wickets.  no-one really starred, but all the batters chipped 
in. 

  

scotty went first playing a shocker of a shot that skied above the 'keeper's head.  easy catch?  it was for 

the 'keeper,.....but wasn't for bowler peter keay who eventually took it after running 22 yards to grab it!  
strange.  dani' then followed after putting on 42 with big bruv' bil'y.  he, too, played a terrible shot and 
was dismissed courtesy of a good catch by sub' fielder aamir kayani!  tee, hee.  bil'y and nj then added a 
few, both getting 20s, but both getting dismissed.  this left shorty three balls to face: 4, 2, 1 leaving him 
7* when "time" was called. 

  
the motherwell reply never really got going.  that is, after skipper keay was dismissed after a quick-fire 9.  

this'd be the top score as his younger teammates found batting difficult, on a tricky deck, in fading light.  

hardly the ideal combination! 
  

in the end motherwell mustered just 23 and the win was the 'loc's.  a win, and a share of the league title.  
bil'y took the winning catch - a decent grab off a skied shot.  and a catch made all the trickier as he had 

hari' and dani' running towards him calling for it at the same time.  the 'loc: chaotic to the very end! 
 

fourteen wickets in wicket-fest! 

  
ayr under 13s were looking to win the league and had to visit shawholm on thursday to keep their hopes 

alive in a re-scheduled match.  eighteen overs was the reduced allotment for each side as the 'loc's 13s 
batted first whilst it was still reasonably light?!  and, summarising their attempt at batting, let's just say 

extras, at 24, were 19 more than any batter managed!  what a shambles.  wayward, chaotic bowling from 

a side with title aspirations, right alongside batting that was more akin to eyelashes than cricket.  who 

coaches these diddies??  ooopps; your scribe!  none of the 'locster batters displayed any kind of idea of 
how to play a straight ball as six of eight wickets to fall saw stumps being re-arranged.  37 for 8 was the 
final - dismal - total. 

  

then there was the ayr reply.  1 for 2 saw the 'locsters start to contemplate the unbelievable.  14 for 5 
and it was "game on" as five ayr batters had shown they, too, couldn't play a straight ball.  only elliot 

speirs was hanging around.  then the key moment: faisal to speirs, ball chipped to saad at short mid-
wicket - a "dolly" - fumble - drop.  game over!  elliot goes on to make 20 before being trapped lbw and 

ayr run out winners by four wickets.  what might've been, eh, cricket champ? 
  

game of two halves! 

  

the 11s turned in two performances in the one match at home to champ's-elect drumpellier at shawholm 

on wednesday.  on a night better suited to water polo, and on a deck better suited to a fishing boat [ed: 
com' on guys, get with the picture!], the 11s bowled and fielded beautifully to restrict their illustrious 

visitors to just net 56.  four wickets were grabbed by the 'locsters as only jordan pryde, with 20, really got 
on top of the home side attack.  two run outs give testimony to the fielding groundwork too. 
  

but then there was the batting,.....or something that, to only a casual observer, resembled batting.  here's 

a few hints & tips guys: you won't get stumped if you stand in your crease!  you can't be run out if you 

only run when you don't hit it straight to a fielder!  oh, and a smidgin' [ed: is that how that's spelled?] of 
advice to the visitors' ump' - you can't be stumped if you stand in your crease!!  notwithstanding decisions 



that rhyme with podgy, the 'locsters were simply not good enough with the bat, and ten wickets falling 

told its own story.  only aliyan wasn't out, and only he ended up - individually - with a positive score.  the 
side had 35 extras to thank for being net 7 at the end of their sixteen-over allotment.  hmmm, as has 

been said before.  looks like winter training might be "back to basics" - play straight, call clearly, run hard! 
  

defeat by 49 runs. 

  
''locsters lose out in a close one 

  

the 18s started their last seven days of cric' in 2008 with an away-day in paisley.  not high on many 

people's agendas for "great days out" it was, nevertheless, an essential trip - and a result was needed - if 
the guys were to keep up their slim chances of snatching the league title on their own.  with the evenings 

far from long enough for twenty20, it was agreed this shoot out would be played over sixteen overs-a-
side. 
  

the home side batted first and, taking advantage of boundary sizes inspired by the dark side, they rattled 
up 119 for 3 in their allotted overs.  dave stafford and anjun luthra both got 40s and dominated the 

'locster opening bowlers.  z' went at more than 8-an-over, bil'y survived two overs going at 7s before 
getting hauled out of the attack.  replacement hari' fared little better tho' as he followed zaeem's example 
and went at 8s too!  late in proceedings the skipper turned to spin, and he and shorty brought things a 
little - not much mind! - back under control.  shorty enticed stafford into a "swing and a miss" and he 

went stumped by teflon millen, before grabbing a second: gregor preston-jones without scoring.  luthra 

eventually holed out to zaeem too - a top-scoring 47. 
  

in reply it was essential the 'loc got off to a quick start and so it was bunters to the fore as muscles, z', 
dani', scotty and nj headed up the batting order.  aamir lasted but a brief moment before the other four 
made a decent stab at chasing the target.  but it would prove elusive, and it was really only late overs' 

runs that ended up making the game appear closer than it really ever was.  103 for 3 the final score; 

defeat by 16 runs. 

  

the 18s now really don't have any wriggle room if they've aspirations of winning a league champ's gong. 

  

a win,.....determined by radar! 
  

well it had to be radar as it was so bloomin' dark when this under 18 clash ended.  the final kelburne 

wicket fell just after the home side's last man out cried "i cannae see it!" - referring to the ball - as it left 
the poloc bowler's mitt.  extraordinary.  but only themselves to blame as the whitehaugh bosses had 

refused the offer of a shorter game only to then lose the toss and find themselves playing in a day-
nighter,.....without lights! 

  

the game itself was shamolic - wet weather and a difficult deck simply adding to the darkness to make it 

cricket, just not as we know it.  batting first, the 'locster 18s struggled to 84 for 7 in their twenty overs, 
with nj top-scoring with 27 - the next best being extras with 24 - and no other 'locster batter getting into 
double figures.  for kelburne, morrow set the bowling standard on the night with 5-2-9-2 being his 

return.  this would be reflected by almost all the 'locster bowlers as the home side were skittled for just 
63.  bil'y, shorty and hari' took a couple of wickets each, and nj completed his m.o.t.m. performance with 

a "3-for".  all over inside seventeen overs - goodness only knows just how dark it'd be if kelburne'd used 

all twenty! 
 

a darker side to the dark side 
  

let's not beat about the bush here reader: clydesdale under 13s are a decent side.  they've got some 
promising players, and - as winners of the national under 13 cup - have proved themselves on the park 



this year.  so here's the thing: why resort to the kind of antics witnessed at toytown on monday night?  

it's gotta be disappointing when an umpire has to step in more than once to warn about on-the-field 
behaviour,.....in an under 13 game!  and one the perpetrators are winning at a canter.  bottom line: we 

surely don't expect mini-minors to be given a "send off" when they're dismissed.  we don't expect 
questioning of umpiring decisions.  and we don't expect the air to take on a blue tinge when players are 

talking to each other, and their coach!  call me old fashioned if you like. 

  
but let's get back to the cric'.  the 'locster 13s were - again - shown the deficiencies in their game by a 

strong dark side.  only one 'dale wicket was taken, opener ali wandering out of his crease in the ninth 
over to give saify his sixth stumping of the campaign.  but, bar ali, none of the other stormtroopers 
succumbed.  there were impressive displays from hill (35 retired), rana (23*) and turnbull (33*) as the 
toytown batters made best use of the tiddlywink boundary.  no fewer than five 6s were chipped, adding 

to fourteen 4s.  for the 'locsters, all the bowlers took a bit of tap as they struggled to bowl a length that 
would make the 'dale batters do other than bunt.  haider, too, struggled with his length - scott turnbull, in 
particular, enjoying himself at the death pulling a few half-trackers on his way to his 14-ball 33.  only 

hasan's 4-0-24-0 gets "pass" marks. 
  

155 for 1 was the final damage when over twenty was done.  sounds a lot but is probably no more than 

110 on a proper-sized ground.  but, still, it'd need a good start to get close, and a few 'locster batters 
would have to play out of their skins.  and a good start was had - thanks in the main to dreadful bowling.  

the dark side seemed to think the game was won at half-time as they set up with more slips than a guy 

walking on ice in his socks!  only the dark side's skipper knows if there was a plan.  the first six overs 
from chaudhry and turnbull went for 37 as extras raced ahead in the scoring stakes: 15 of the 37 being 
leg-side wides or byes.  but the bowlers just kept trying to bowl quicker and quicker to their elongated 

slip cordon.  poor selby - the 'keeper - must've felt hard done by as balls flashed past him down the 

legside,.....and were called "byes"!  unlucky mr s; a tad harsh. 
  

the score moved on to 42 before the first wicket fell.  with turnbull and chaudhry hauled out of the attack 

it was kanabar who made the breakthrough, getting rid of saify courtesy of a safe take by selby from a 

genuine nick.  justice for selby.  and an over later it was double-disaster as abid joined saify back in the 
hutch - out chipping a hill delivery to short cover.  this really slowed the scoring rate as two new 'locster 
batters had to "get in".  and, in truth, bar hasan, no other batter really did get in.  usman, ehsan, faisal, 

wasay and ak'y could muster just 6 between them as hasan must've begun to think he'd be getting left 
stranded without a partner.  and so, with three balls left, it was left to seven year old kess sajjad to see if 

he could bat out the innings.  what would the 'dale's skipper do in such circumstances?  well, of course, in 

keeping with his evening's track record he decided to intimidate young master sajjad by adding to the slip 
cordon and positioning a silly point, short extra and short leg!  deep sigh.  an umpiring intervention later, 

reminding said skipper of the minimum distance fielders in front of the bat must be away, and some 
semblance of a "normal" field was in place to allow haris chaudhry to complete his over.  and he did.  

kess unbeaten and the 'locsters' innings closed on 67 for 7.  disappointingly short of the target, but a few 
positives: the start to the run-chase, and hasan's resistance.  but the damage had been done in the first 

half. 

  

back in action, and back with a win 

  
the 15s probably can't remember when they last played a competitive cric' match - either can your scribe, 

dear reader.  friday night, however, saw the guys in actio against kelburne at whitehaugh - a minor 

miracle in itself given - altho' it wasn't raining - it'd had rained for much of the week. 
  

batting first, the home side mustered just 51 for 8 in their twenty overs with hari' and umer leading the 

'locster bowlers in a great job restricting job.  they were backed up by shorty, joshy and usman - the 

latter when josh ran out of steam after his first four overs!  hari' was the main scalp collector with three; 



josh and shorty grabbed two each, and umer one.  sounds like "job done" doesn't it, and in many ways - 

on the night, against the oppo' in question - it was. 
  

but there was still areas to improve on; could the seamers' length have been better; could shorty's 
line/length be more consistent; could joshy's stamina be better?  always areas to work on guys - but, hey, 

restricting any side to less than 2.5 an over in a twenty20 certainly isn't all bad. 
  
for kelburne, only one batter - skipper miller - reached double figures.  and he'd make 23 before 

becoming one of hari's three victims.  in fact, after miller's 23, the next highest contributor by some 

distance was "extras" with 16. 

  
the run chase proved a formality,.....after a chaotic start: run outs seem to be flavour of the season at the 

'loc - friday was no different as bat-speed became a fourth hari' victim on the night!  hari' had opened 

with amir, but the latter had made only 1 when hari' despatched him back to the whitehaugh clubhouse, 
run out by dallas.  at least hari' didn't run out anyone else - altho' it was close!  what was noted on the 

scoresheet as what would've been the worst run out the scorer'd seen, was only narrowly avoided - dani' 
and hari' batting more like laurel and hardy at that point.  both survived tho' and both batted thru'; hari's 
unbeaten 26 being some kind of recompense for having cost amir his wicket. 

  
so a win - and the run chase successfully negotiated inside twelve overs meaning the 15s would be back 

at shawholm to see the end of the 11s match with killie..... 
  

11s back on the right road 
  

the 11s played out the first match of any kind at shawholm since august the 4th, on friday night.  

extraordinary really - and the place looked and felt like the start of the season all over again. 
  

batting first, a young kilmarnock side struggled on the slow, low wicket and lost thirteen wickets on the 

way to posting just 204 (under the "pairs" scoring rules).  the wickets were shared around, but hasan's 4 

for 5 in his four overs is probably worth highlighting.  as are kess's 3 for 14.  throw in ak'y's 2 for 9 and 

the little professor's 2 for 10 and it was a good all-round bowling performance.  a performance backed up 

in the field by good catching and ground fielding.  roberto got another direct-hit run out, as did hasan, 
and jock took two catches behind the sticks. 
  

the key to winning would, therefore, be not losing wickets.  this was successfully achieved by the 

'locster's first pair: cal' and jock being 7 and 6 not out respectively as their five-over allocation ended.  
this had knocked the stuffing out of the killie bowlers who needed wickets to win.  wickets would come, 

but too late, with azeem and ahtsham sharing the eight that fell - the latter taking an extraordinary six in 
returning figures of 4-0-30-6, including a last over that had ten balls, two wickets and cost 19 runs!  

hmmmm. 

  

for the 11s, ak'y top-scord with 26, and hasan contributed 22 in the last pairing with roberto.  a good win 
therefore, and better batting after the prestwick shambles.  300 net was final score, a win by 96. 

 

prestwick pain 
  

twice in the same week the club's juniors have made a trip to the seaside only to come back cold, damp 

and defeated!  monday saw the 18s thumped; friday it was the 11s' turn.  and there really wasn't much to 
provide a silver lining to the [big black, menacing] clouds that've settled over the ground in recent weeks. 

  

without any kind of home match since august the 4th, and the "game off" count now at 65, it's no wonder 

some of the youngsters are struggling for form.  even practice has been impossible.  in fact even the 



juniors involved in representative cricket have been frustrated by the weather: hari' with the under 16 

western academy and craig and dani' with the 14s.  games off right-left-and-centre. 
  

back to the week's shambles at prestwick tho': the under 18s were in the field first after arriving late 
[ed: is the m77 ever clear??], and ended up having to try chase down prestwick's 119 in the near 

darkness.  one good part of this was, i guess, at least you couldn't see the ugly mugs of the fielders that 

were spouting the now traditional prestwick patter!  but the home side needn't have worried as a batting 
collapse, that saw no 'locster batter get to double figures, and only shorty bat for more than about ten 

balls, meant the margin of victory could be safely categorised as "comfortable". 

  

in the field, a good start had been wasted by the 'locster fielders as prestwick opener macdonald was 
dropped four times on his way to a half century - an eclectic mix of swashbuckling bunting and downright 

ugly swats.  but "a 50s a 50" as they say and it was certainly the only innings of any substance on the 

night.  the dropped catches certainly cost the 18s, as did some shoddy fielding - both reflections of lack of 
practice maybe?  the run chase, as hinted at, is best left unmentioned. 

  
at the end the post-match talk was, again, that the side had seemed to convince themselves that they 

weren't going to win before the game had even started.  remember the greenock match report dear 

reader?  in fact the 'locster 18s - although a young side - are more than capable of competing with any 
side in the league; but they've got to believe it.  oh, and why did zaeem and umer think calling off after 
4.30pm's conducive to the team winning,.....or even fielding eleven players?? 

  

.....and friday night's under 11 trip was little better: for the setting, you can duplicate monday night, 
swapping astro-turf for grass just to cap it off!  prestwick 11s are a well-drilled side who know how to 

play.  the 'locster 11s should be the same.  again maybe it's just lack of practice and games - the 11s had 

last played on the 11th of july! - but the 'locsters were very poor.  batting first they lost thirteen wickets, 
including four run outs, before then gifting prestwick 41 in wides and no balls.  just how bad the batting 

was was reflected by the boys posting a target that was -28.  only hasan and jock weren't cleaned up, 

and hasan top-scored with 5*.  no-one got caught and so you can safely deduce there was little in the 

way of playing straight going on.  we really need to get back to practising! 

  

in the run-chase prestwick were never in trouble.  even the home side losing nine wickets themselves - 

including four run outs of their own - didn't help.  it was, in the end, a near 100-run win. 
  

small glimmers of hope in the second innings were umair's bowling, a neat catch by hasan who also 

grabbed a run out, and robert's two direct-hit run outs!  the bowling wasn't that bad either, it's just that 
defending -28 ain't easy. 

 
lessons, hopefully, will've been learned. 

  

two days on and still horrible! 

  

.....that's your webmaster's thinking as he eventually summons up the will to live,.....or re-live monday 

night's two junior debacles against greenock.  the 13s - let's start there - were terrible.  there were few 

exceptions to this rule; maybe hasan's batting and bowling, and haider's bowling, but nowt else.  only one 
batter got into double figures - ironically this was abid who got there in the first over courtesy of a 6 and 

a 4!  he'd make 20 to top-score, the rest of the motley crew managing just another 31 between'em.  what 

a shambles.  three batters played diabolical shots to get bowled - saad, ehsan and tj; saif got run out (by 
saad); and usman ran himself out!  adding insult to injury was the fact that the home side used ten - yes 

10! - bowlers.  described afterwards as probably the worst junior side performance he'd seen, the coach's 

post-match "chat" was brief to avoid breaching the club's child protection policy! 

 
72 for 8 was all that was posted by the 'locster "superstars", and this was chased down by greenock 



inside eighteen overs, for the loss of only three wickets.  and rubbing salt into the wounds the runs were 

made by a bunter who'd be more at home in a baseball diamond than an oval.  sigh.  assisting j samuel 
esq. was neil flack, the greenock 'keeper - at least he batted properly and his nicely-compiled innings was 

some comfort on a night where the amount of proper cricket played was de minimis.  the greenock reply 
had stuttered at the start as well, ironically - 25 for 3 with the top three all gone.  but the 'locsters just 
didn't seem to clock where bunter samuel was going to bunt to.  a myriad of wides and no balls didn't 

help either, and the result looked inevitable from quite a long way out.  back to basics guys, that means 
practice - proper practice. 

and so to the 18s.  ah-ha, another debacle.  with pre-match chat centering on greenock's double-barrelled 

"overseas amatuer", and just how good he was, it was as if the 18s had convinced themselves they were 

beaten already.  not ideal people.  and, of course, as it was he made just 23,.....while his opening partner 
- hempsey - smashed 95!  doh!  "are you byrnes-howe in disguise?!?"  the 'locster bowlers all took some 

tap, with only zaeem's 5-1-22-1, and shorty's 3 for 31 in his five, escaping being posted in the "carnage" 
column.  bil'y even went for 49, including being hit for more 6s than the webmaster's hit in his poloc 
career,.....work it out guys!  yup, it wasn't pretty.  and bar hempsey's 95, there was zip else: the oa got 
23, and five others mustered just 15 between'em.  but the damage was done - big style - and it was 140 
to win! 

 

bizarrely then the 'locster run chase started with the usual suspects - shorty and muscles.  the former 
tried to play as he can't and went first.  the latter tried to play as he shouldn't and joined his opening 

partner.  this brought dani' and scotty millen together.  but this didn't last too long as 29 for 2 became 29 

for 3!  dani' run out for the third time in a couple of weeks.  only z' (26) in the middle order, and bil'y 
(18*), contributed anything meaningful as wickets tumbled and the run rate rose.  nineteen overs had 
been completed and it was all over: 94 all out, the last four 'loc batters getting ducks!  shockeroony! 
 

like the 13s therefore, it's back to basics - let's hope some lessons have been learned: everything from 
not worrying about the oppo' pre-match, through improved bowling in better areas and better 

fielding/field placing, to more sensible batting.  actually it's all-round improvement that's needed.  praise 

when it's due guys, honest criticism when things go awry! 

 

"ghk" - what does that stand for? 

 

could it be "glowing, hot keith"?  it certainly could be as the 18s' umpire for the night [ed: boothy prefers 
spending time with englander offspring this week!] had been slaving in the hot sun for most of the day 

along with a bunch of the 'locsters, making sure the policies are in top nick for sunday's twenty20 finals 
day.  hot it was - rumours of 28 degrees??  but, of course, "ghk" doesn't stand for this. 
 

what about "giant hits khan"?  this takes us to the game itself: in the field first, the 'loc's opening bowling 
combo' of z' and bil'y had restricted the visitors to a paltry 9 runs in almost five overs before nipping out 

opener afzal.  then they'd tied down the new pairing of alcock and hussain - the total was just 16 when nj 
called a halt to z's and bil'y's respective four-over spells.  then it was the skipper's and hari's turn.  and 
both took some tap as - all of a sudden - the tall hussain decided to bunt.  nj's first over went for 9, hari's 
second for 14.  then it was 10 off nj's second.  and hari's last two went for 11.  but, of course, "ghk" 
doesn't stand for "giant hits khan". 

 
okay then, what about "gatting, hussain knackered"?  a genius decision by the skipper turned the game: 

himself aff, pasty face on.  could hussain - now on 31 (five 4s and a 6) - hit against the spin was the 
question?  answer, ball #1 he faced from shorty: no.  bowled round his pads a-la the gatting ball.  
goodnight hussain, kerching!  maybe that's what "ghk" stands for?  but, again, neither's right. 
 

after hussain's departure it was wickets and bunting as pasty face racked up a "4-for" (4-0-15-4) and 
oppo' batters swung at everything and ran likes blazes.  commendation to scotty millen in the passing 



too; a nice grab off pasty face, standing up, to dismiss alcock.  in the end 97 was posted.  certainly not a 

shoe-in win for the 'locsters.  but back to what "ghk" might mean? 
 

what about "giving hostile kak"?  it was certainly the case that the visitors' some-times-skipper hussain, 
and his side-kick, were keen to question most umpiring decisions they felt went against them.  in short: 

unacceptable mr h.  grow up.  but not content, he also decided that he was obviously so much better 

than a few teammates that he could give hostile kak to them too!  sigh.  but that's not the meaning 
either. 

 

nope, ladies and gents, the answer this time round's "great hitting kayani"!  muscles it was who put on 
50 for the opening wicket with shorty to set the base for the run chase.  muscles it was who wasn't 
flustered by shorty's departure and dani's sharp exit and z's inability to communicate in the middle!  and 

muscles it was who clipped the winning runs to seal victory in over nineteen.  49 not out; a great effort - 
especially after pulling weeds all day!  well done sir! 
 

two weeks in, two wins banked 
  

here's a first: a look back over two games, on two days, in one report.  the two games in question: the 

two home wins by the academy xi in their debut strathclyde league campaign.  week #1 saw weirs seen 
off, defending 176.  week #2 saw ayr beaten, the academy guys chasing down 201 to win with a couple 

of overs left.  great stuff.  but, as everyone's aware, these games are really about our young guys 

"learning".  hopefully in both games they've learned something: week #1 about batting first and 

defending.  week #2 about being in the field first up and chasing.  in the field the guys are hopefully 
learning about playing in these longer games, about concentration, sticking together and understanding 

just how much of the game needs good physical, as well as mental, fitness. 

pleasingly both games were competitive too, and good natured.  ideal. 
 

the weirs game saw the guys bat first and shorty and muscles, opening, put on 65 before the former was 

stumped for 32.  aamir lasted a bit longer and went for 35 to leave matty with dani' c.  after matty went 

for a quick 27, it was then left to dani' and scotty to bat nicely, adding 49 for the fourth wicket; scotty 

being caught off the bowling of ali.  dani' would bat through tho', with a myriad of partners in the last few 

overs - as the wickets in hand were used up - and finished unbeaten on 42.  176 was the final total.  

maybe a bit light after the solid start given by the top order, but a defendable total certainly.  but could it 
be defended? 

 

the defence started well, with weirs slumping to 31 for 4 as bil'y and hari' ran amok.  and it was 65 for 5 
at the halfway point.  but akram at six, and smith at seven, added some steel to the weirs' run chase.  57 

were added in overs 21 to 30 as these guys looked to accelerate the run rate.  and so, with ten to go, the 
requirement was 55 to win, four wickets in hand.  it was going to be tight.  akram tho' was out, matty 

coyle grabbing his wicket courtesy of a catch by hari'.  but smith was bunting away.  five overs to go and 

he was still there and the requirement was now 31 to win.  odds on it could go either way.  4 off over 36 

was useful, and then when shorty cleaned up smith for 52 it was all but over as the new batters 

struggled.  only 1 run from over 38 sealed this.  in the end it was victory by 12 runs. 

 

so to week #2, and in the field first.  again good bowling up-top helped the academy to restrict the oppo' 
in the early overs.  28 from the first ten was a good effort.  but no wickets - this would be the difference 

as the ayr guys would have wickets in hand towards the end of the innings.  the first wicket came in over 

fifteen as joshy coming in to the attack bore fruit: seb' stewart caught by grandpa' at mid-on.  49 for 1 
then became 54 for 2 and 57 for 3 as gilbert and mclaughlin both recorded blobs.  but opener ross 

mitchell was still there and would be the core of a good ultimate total being set.  joshy bowled 

economically and picked up another victim - gilbert was his second, caught by muscles.  23 were added 
before bunter borland holed out to grandpa'.  then 85 was added in double-quick time by scooter mcelnea 
and mitchell, the partnership being ended by grandpa' quickly steering his wheelchair to the ball at mid-



wicket before running out mitchell with a direct hit.  out for 86.  well batted sir.  mcelnea then scampered 

around with calum stewart who bunted a quick 18 from twelve balls.  the result: 200 for 6, with the last 
wicket being scooter's run out off the last ball. 
 
201 to win and the plan was unchanged: see off the new ball and opening bowlers.  seven overs in and it 

was going to plan.  shorty and muscles batting nicely.  27 on the 'board.  then shorty went, and matty 

came,....and went, in over 28.  oops.  it was essential the good start wouldn't be wasted.  aamir batted 
doggedly and bought time for new batter dani' to "get in".  after ten overs it was 46 for two.  then, after 

twenty, it was 81 for 2.  nice consolidation.  call it 120 from 120 balls.  even dani' and muscles could 
understand that requirement!  but overs 21 to 30 only yielded 49 runs as shadow bowled tightly and the 
'loc batters struggled to get him away.  dani' though was past 50 and had been joined by scotty.  the two 
were running well.  71 needed off ten now.  the next five overs were more productive though as 38 were 

added.  on target.  33 now needed from five.  and dani' was now in with nj.  scotty had been stumped by 

seb' stewart for 16.  dani' was the key and, riding his luck - he'd been dropped twice - he plundered 16 
from over 37 - two 6s being the key.  it was then odds-on a poloc win as 12 were needed from 18 balls. 

 
but there was still time for late drama.  over 38 started with ayr skipper borland bowling 5 wides, then a 

no-ball.  as the no-ball's called dani' calls a single but becomes the victim of a great pick up and throw 

from scooter.  run out for 91.  his luck had run out [ed: if you pardon the pun!].  time then for hari' to 
come in and smack a straight lofted 4 to win it. 

 

another good win.  two good games, and - hopefully - good experience for the 'locsters.  the games have 

featured ten juniors: an under 13, four under 14s, two under 15s and three under 16s.  and here's a 
thought: grandpa' worked out he adds almost three years to the average age! 

  

15s still on roll....and cakes?!? 
 

let's start at the end and work back.  the 15s won.  they actually won - in the end - quite comfortably.  an 

eight-wicket win over any west side, with nine overs to spare, is a good result.  frankie recorded a "5-for" 

and dani' booked himself another sheriff.  and that's it; anything else said - about the performance - must 

centre on what was wrong.  we're wanting the guys - our guys - to win, but we also want them to be 

playing good cricket, and thinking about games.  let's start back at the beginning again. 

 
west batted after being inserted.  over #1 was innocuous enough, hari' bowling it for just 1.  umer, tho', 

hinted at the standards that were to follow when his opening salvo saw him leak 10 runs, including a no-

ball 4.  11 for none after two.  umer's second over - ironically a maiden - simply reinforced the bowlers' 
combined inability to seemingly bowl consecutive deliveries in the same place.  it was the good, the bad 

and the ugly.  in fact, after umer had opened his spell with a no ball, frankie - bowling first change - 
started with a wide, as did amir.  sigh.  and in the field - on a big ground - the 'locsters' physical 
limitations were all too apparent.  guys watching balls go past them.  guys flopping on the deck in vain 

attempts to stop passing red spherical objects.  guys chasing balls across the outfield as if running in 

treacle.  guys stopping balls with their feet.  guys picking up balls in the outfield and dummy'ing (!) return 

throws.  what's going on?!?  there's some serious fitness and agility work needed by more than a few 

'locsters if they're going to avoid becoming liabilities in the field.....and still be alive and moving at 40!  

let's swap cheese rolls for forward rolls guys.  and what about beef cake instead of cream cakes? 
  

then there's the "paying attention" bit: guys "sleeping" on the job.  singles taken as balls are stroked 

straight to fielders in the ring.  double sigh.  oh, and before i forget, we had a grassed catch and a lazy 
giveaway bye from scotty.  11 wides and a no ball.  15 extras in total. 

 

in amongst the sloppiness the west batters accumulated runs.  openers miro ralston and andrew galloway 

batted sensibly, if a little slowly, up-top.  but they saw off the opening salvoes, and had added 25 before 
west skipper, ralston, was bowled by hari'.  out for 16.  galloway carried on with majhu; the latter making 



22, the former 14.  galloway would nick one to give amir his first 'locster 15 wicket - in an over that went 
1 1 6 1 w !!  majhu holed out on the mid-wicket boundary to hari' off frankie's third over, the immediate 
pre-wicket ball sequence in this case being: 2 4 . + w !!  you see what we mean about eratic!  majhu 

was the first of frankie's "5-for".  fdr's first 21 balls saw him return 2 for 27; his next nine deliveries, 3 for 
4!  you can imagine what your scribe was doing on the boundary as this crazy cricket was going on. 
 

the whole innings was bananas: 18 runs from the first five overs, 50 off the middle ten, and just 22 off 
the last five.  wickets five to eight falling with the score on 88, 89, 89 and 89.  hmmm.  west's supremo, 

jim young, should be glad he wasn't there to see it! 

 

anyway; 91 to win it was.  majhu had top-scored with 22, and, in amongst the five ducks, singh had 
bunted a sixteen-ball 20 to add to the west openers' contributions. 

 

so to the reply: the 'loc reply started as the west innings had finished: chaotically.  dot ball, two wides, 
wicket.  bizarre.  shorty had pulled ball #3 down blair moffat's throat at square leg.  hari' then tried to 

repeat this with ball #4, before we had another wide, a no ball and a 4.  nine balls, 11 runs and a wicket.  
who'd be a coach!  dani' and hari' batted on tho', and added 62 before hari' played a lazy-looking cut to 

miro ralston at point, who snaffled the chance.  this left time for scotty to rob dani' of his half-century and 

sneak another sheriff.  dani' finished 46*, and scotty 21*.  the whole thing had taken just eleven overs, 
but it still didn't cover the inadequacies of the first half. 

  

the positives?  where we started: a win.  two decent individual stat's.  and maybe better intent shown as 

regards running between the wicket.  but even then there were a few near misses caused by poor - or 
no! - communication.  everything else was:  p  o  o  r.  it's back to the training ground guys.  bowlers to 

work hard at line, length, consistency.  everyone to improved fitness.  batters to continued work on 

communication.  rant over.  if we're striving for anything it's standards - that word again - and 
consistency. 

  

jekyll and hyde, and the 'locster 18s... 
  

how can the same team play as "differently" in two parts of a match?  that was the question on 

everyone's lips after monday night's 18s match against west of scotland.  talking about nearly turning 

victory into defeat!! 
 

let's start with dr jekyll shall we.  in the field first up, the 'locster 18s proceeded to put in the kind of 
bowling and fielding display that coaches dream of.  bar a couple of silly fielding errors - you know who 
you are! - it was impeccable.  only three wides, and a leg bye made up the extras.  four bowlers went for 

12 runs or less in their five-over spells and the oppo' were made to scrap for every last run as 
concentration was maintained for the full twenty overs.  there was even a direct-hit run out thrown in for 

good measure. 

 

the west top order struggled from the off with bil'y and zaeem bowling in those proverbial - and 

somewhat cliched - "good areas" [ed: to be said in fake australian accent if you're a mediocre scottish 

club player!].  west's young opener found himself with a new partner in the sixth over when, after 

struggling to put on 8 as a pair in the first five overs, west 'keeper alfie lloyd was lbw to bil'y for 6.  this 
brought skipper chris hawkins to the middle and he and his young charge had added 8 in the next four 

overs when the latter attempted a quick single to shorty.  result: direct-hit run out and it was early exit 
time - 7 from 30 balls.  hawkins then found himself with a couple more partners as miro ralston came and 
went (bowled by umer) letting gavin smith have his chance at five.  hawkins tho' couldn't stay with smith 

and, after making the innings top score of 15 from a respectable 17 balls, he, too, departed.  31 for 4.  

and gav' was obviously lost without his skipper as he promptly departed without scoring; umer's third 

clean-bowled victim.  luckily for west the middle order pairing of the talented max ralston and majhu the 
younger batted sensibly and managed to put on 20 in the last four overs.  55 for 5 was the final damage, 



umer finishing with 3 for 10.  "well done!" was the universal thinking - especially against a side that are 

no mugs, and who have a number of genuinely capable players. 
 

so to mr hyde!  sigh - the 'locster run chase.  or should we say, the great 'locster wicket throwaway!  in a 
change to the batting order, joshy was promoted to open with aamir.  and it was an opening pairing that 

looked to have worked as aamir carved gavin smith through the offside in over one to get his side up-

and-running.  but then in over two joshy was cleaned up, and this is where mr hyde well and truly made 
his appearance.  dani' hyde came and went for a four-ball 4, lbw shuffling across his stumps.  zaeem hyde 
then came out, ran out aamir, and proceeded to swing wildly across the line at a straight delivery to allow 

scotty hyde to come in, smash a cover 4 and then depart next ball trying to repeat the shot with a 

straight yorker!  at this point the hyde xi were 18 for 5! 
 

skipper nj was in now, and at least the carnage slowed for a bit as 12 were added before hari' hyde's 
eight-ball duck was secured.  30 for 6.  so still 26 needed from eight overs when usual opener, shorty, 
joined nj.  question was, would shorty a be little hyde or not?  25 runs later, followed by a crunching 
boundary from the skipper, the answer was in.  the 'loc had two non-hydes left.  a win by four wickets 
with just over four overs to spare.  sounds quite easy in hindsight, but i can assure you it was far from 

comfortable. 

  
just what had happened between innings?  where was the calm, well thought out approach of the first 

half?  why did so many 'locster batters "give it away"?  three cleaned up, two lbw.   chasing just 56 to 
win.  bizarre.  luckily the next game's just around the corner - let's see what if anything's been learned 

shall we? 
 

the good news: a win.  and a genuinely good bowling and fielding display - well done to the seam 

quartet.  and for nj, a skipper's knock, with decent support from opener-come-tailender pasty face. 
 

another match, another win! 

 

the 13bs were in action again on wednesday night and made the jaunt eastwards along the m8 to 

motherwell.  two hours later and the guys were back on the road with the win safely packed alongside 

their kit! 

 
the win had been secured by a good performance in the field first up.  only seven wides were bowled, 

and in total only 23 extras.  throw in seven wickets and the home side managed just net 15 under the 

pairs scoring system.  the bowlers all did their parts, bowling straight.  and the catches were held: two 
good grabs from osama and omar.  throw in a run out from matthew - a direct hit from fine leg! - and it 

was pleasing all round.  osama, skipper for the night, probably stole the show with 3 for 9 in his four 
overs.  nice. 

so it was net 16 to win.  and so the key - as ever - is don't get out!  and twenty overs later with only five 

wickets having gone down, and the home bowlers having conceded 42 extras, it was a comfortable win.  

four batters weren't out, with only faisal succumbing more than once. 

 

so two wins on the bounce, and improvements still being seen.  well done guys. 

 
"told you so"! 

  

the 'locsters have lots of talent of that there's no doubt.  now, if only a dollop of "listen, learn and repeat" 
could get thrown in, they could be world-beaters.  as it is, however, oft-repeated lessons just don't seem 

to have gotten through.  take monday's night last-ditch defeat at new cambusdoon as an example.  here's 

a few of the simple lessons that're repeated 'til coaches are blue in the face, applied to that match: 

  



1. "long barrier": ball to zaeem in the deep - the big man half-bent down fielding it - result: 4 through his 
legs. 
  

2. "watch the ball into your gloves": regulation delivery through to scotty - casual glove-work - eye off the 
ball - result: 2 byes. 

  

3. "run singles": 120 legal deliveries in the 'locsters' reply chasing just 108 to win - 79 or 66% or 2/3'rds 
are dots - result: the 'locsters lose by 5 runs. 
  

strange/astonishing/frustrating/mind-boggling/infuriating [delete as appropriate]. 

  
and the first half had, generally, been so good!  ball #1 had seen the mouth mcelnea nipped out thanks 

to a good low grab from nj.  then, with the opening 'loc bowlers bowling tightly up-top, the home side 

were restricted to just 13 from the first five overs.  neil smith was in with rent-an-ayrshireman niall 
macleod from uddy, and the two were compiling patiently.  the second set of five overs saw more fluency, 

and with one loose over from bil'y going for 16, the total moved ahead.  51 after ten.  but a change to 
spin did the trick with the skipper bowling himself to tie things up a bit.  77 for 1 was the total after 

fifteen overs, with nj bowling well, now in tandem with hari'.  the second wicket fell in the seventeenth 

over with scotty catching smith standing up to nj.  nice.  83 for 2.  but with wickets in hand, and uddy 
boy's eye in, the last few overs saw the ayr score rise to 107, the last ball of the innings from bil'y being 
despatched to the mid-wicket boundary. 

 

108 to win.  then deja vu.  just as the mouth had gone ball #1 of the home side's innings, so shorty went 
ball #1 of the reply, the wee man nicking the first cherry to stewart the 'keeper.  then worse: aamir 

forgot to move anything and was cleaned up by leck.  0 for 2.  and before you could say "anything from 

the bar, 'cos we're off home", it was 6 for 3 as scotty copied his teammates' impressions of stallegmites 
as the mouth distrurbed his timbers.  hmmm.  dani' was then joined by the skipper and consolidation was 

needed.  but, given this is twenty20, there was still the need to accummulate runs.  unfortunately this is 

where failing to run singles kicked in tho'.  42 were put on by nj and dz in 10.2 overs; only 8 in singles, 
and one 2.  62 balls, but only sixteen (yes, just 16!) balls scored from!  that's 46 dots!  4-an-over when 5-

an-over was needed.  the missing 1-an-over for ten overs meaning an additional 2-an-over would be 

needed in the last five, turning < a-run-a-ball into > a-run-a-ball.  "do the math" people. 

 
it was always going to be tough after this.  and so it turned out: after nicky holed out to the uddingston 
hired hand, and dani' was then trapped in front trying to hit an off-drive thru' mid-wicket, it was only due 

to a cameo 24 from zaeem that the side suddenly found themselves in the situation of possibly snatching 
victory.  the last over saw the equation being 11 needed to win. 5 gathered from three legal balls meant it 

was 6 to win from three.   
  

but it wasn't to be as dots came back to haunt the boys: .  .  1 was the finish and, agonisingly, it was 

defeat having fallen 4 short of ayr's target.  that's 5 short of the win.  which, as we know now, is using 

five of the 79 dot balls differently; or zaeem stopping that drive and scotty not shelling a regulation 

"take".  take your pick people..... 

 

friday sees the 18s back in action - motherwell at home.  let's hope the penny's beginning to drop.  it's 
only in the tougher games against the better oppo' that these things manisfest themselves and "count", 

but it's in every game they've to be practised.  

 
wobbled, but didn't ren-frew it away! 

  

whilst the 'locster 13s were being washed away at shawholm by stair-rod rains, the 18s enjoyed a sunny 

summer's evening playing cric' on a nice hard deck in renfrew.  localised - bonkers - weather?  nah, not in 



scotland!  but it's true.  the 18s were the visitors to king george v playing field where hosts renfrew 
batted first. 
 

the 'locsters opened with z' and bil'y.  these two bowled their usual decent economic spells, with the 
breakthrough being achieved in their opening - combined - six-over spell.  opener roy was dismissed, 

"c&b", by bil'y ball #11.  1 for 1.  and roy's departure heralded the arrival of renfrew's fahim.  he'd hold 

his side's innings together with a powerfully hit 41, before holing out, again "c&b", to nicky.  his knock 
included a 6, and five 4s.  could've been a match-winner but for a daft swing and a [miss-] hit at the 

delivery that got him out.  around fahim, there were cameos from gill (four 4s in a 21) and majeed (two 

4s in a 14), with the rest of the side chipping in just three between them.  as it was, the renfrew innings 

closed four deliveries shy of its full allocation with bil'y getting rid of khan for a duck to, you've guessed it, 
another "c&b"!  96 all out. 

 

so in round sums it was five-an-over to win.  nice and easy. 
 

the 'locster bowling figures showed the skipper'd returned 3-0-10-3 to add to bil'y's 4-2-10-1, with the 
rest being more cruise than george, i.e. expensive. 
 

z' and aamir opened the 'locsters' run chase.  the big man didn't last too long tho' and was cleaned up by 
that man fahim again.  8.  aamir, by contrast, batted nicely and after losing his second partner dani' to a 

run out that was high on the umeed scale, added 37 with nicky to calm the nerves.  the run chase was 

moving along nicely with nicky despatching anything loose.  after ten the score was 54 for 2.  then 20 

were added in the next five when, perhaps, a little bit of acceleration was called for.  and nj was out, 
leaving muscles with jsd.  so, 22 needed off the last five.  and what was beginning to look like it might be 

becoming tricky was suddenly transformed into an evening out on easy street when over sixteen went for 
12.  roy's third over being handsomely despatched.  all that was left was for aamir to be cleaned up by 
fahim and present what should've been his sheriff's badge to shorty - thanks. 
 

so another win.  don't knock it.  but still nothing like the finished article as regards a really "professional" 

and clinical job.  maybe the fact six of the guys had already played a 70-over match earlier in the day told 

- who knows.  but there was still a bit of sloppy fielding.  there was still sloppy bowling (15 in wides and 

no balls!). 

  
so still work to do, and tougher games to come.  starting next week, away at ayr 

 

11s slump at ayr 
  

the under 11s fell to only their second defeat of the season at new cambusdoon on friday.  the side that 
took on the locals featured debutant lewis breslin, fresh from starring in last sunday's under 10 "kwik 

cricket" festival at toytown.  brezzy found himself in a young-looking side with calum james, ahmed-raza 

hanif and kess sajjad making up a trio of under 9s!  skipper ak'y was back tho', but hass was missing, 

offski on holiday. 

 

ak'y won the toss and chose to field.  the boys bowled well, only bowling nine wides and no balls, but 
slack fielding and some scaredy-cat attempted catching cost them.  two or three aerial shots were allowed 
to drop by fielders who didn't seem to want to try and catch them - oops.  a bit of work to do there, eh.  

but the bowling was good.  straight and full.  so credit the batters who played well, running smartly and 

calling well.  standout was henderson, who bunted 21.  only three wickets fell, a couple of "bowled" and 
umair's catch.....at last! 

 

once over twenty was done the total was net 90, and the 'locsters were faced with a big challenge. 
 
and it was a bigger challenge five overs in when the 'board showed net -2!  yikes.  ten overs in and the 



net score was still only 16.  probably too much to do.  and so it proved: wickets just kept falling as the 

'locsters succumbed to three direct-hit run outs (!) and played some horrible shots across the line.  there 
really is a lot of shot-selection work to be done.....and some thinking!  in the end it net 38, and defeat by 

52 runs. 
 

lessons learned tho': nine wickets cost the guys 45 runs, and if even a couple of those catch chances had 

been taken it just might've been a different story.  what might have been, eh..... 
  

last over thriller! 

  

there was drama at shawholm on tuesday night as the under 13xi took on ayr.  the last over was like the 
end of a net session: "8 needed off six " was the shout.  idrees hafeez was the 'locster handed the ball 
and waiting at the end of his run up, rhuraidh bottomley the ayr batter facing. 

 
what happened next?  wait for it, let's deal with how we got to that point first. 

 
the 'locsters batted first on a softish, but perfectly playable, wicket, and started well.  the first two batting 
pairs - yash and tj, and fez and matt' - did well putting on 41 for the loss of no wickets.  sensible shot 

selection and decent calling and running were the keys. 
 

but it couldn't last - and it didn't!  the third pair of rosco and idrees managed to add just 12 as both were 

dismissed.  neither batted particularly poorly, but bat and ball weren't making contact often enough - in 

attack or defence. 
 

and so to pairing four.  remember talk of sensible shot selection and decent calling and running?  well, 

funny that; guess what didn't happen ball #1 of the sixteenth over?!?  osama obviously decided he didn't 
need to "get in" and his big yahoo saw him mis-time a shot to mid-on.  no drama.....unless of course he 

runs!  which he did.  out!  doh!  and this set the tone: osama trying to smash every ball into ayr's 

ground!  best summed up by the last ball which he - of course - missed, with a huge swing.  he toppled 

over and the ball knocked over middle stump.  sigh. 

 

257 (net) was the score. 

  
the 'locsters' defence of their total started well, too, as they restricted ayr's top order to just net 24 in the 
first ten overs.  and three wickets had been grabbed in the process.  the next five overs saw 12 more 

added, then over sixteen saw 10 runs snatched as fez bowled a no ball, head-high full toss that ayr's 
napier calmly hooked for 6!  four overs left and net 16 needed. 

 
rhuraidh bottomley was at the crease and was bunting beautifully, moving on to 13 as over nineteen 

neared its completion.  and he managed to keep the strike as over twenty started.  which brings us back 

to where we started.  hafeez versus bottomley.  the latter now on 14 off just eight balls faced, renshaw at 

the other end leaning on his bat. 

 

ball #1: straight, full - swing and a miss - yash takes cleanly. 
ball #2: straight, full - swing and a miss - yash takes cleanly. 
ball #3: straight, full - swing, miss-hit - fielded at mid-wicket. 

ball #4: straight, full - swing and a miss - yash takes cleanly. 
ball #5: straight, full - swing and a miss - yash takes cleanly. 
ball #6: straight, full - swing and a miss - middle stump knocked backwards! 

 

well bowled mr h!  the season's first win for the improving 13xi! 

 
three out of three! 



  

the 'locster under 10s were over at toytown on sunday in the latest "kwik cricket" festival.  and 
congratulations to david james for chaperoning his young charges to a clean sweep of wins.  the defeated 

foes were weirs, west of scotland and ferguslie.  
 

the team batted first in all three games and saw off weirs by 47 runs (281 net beating 234 net), west by 

41 runs (246 net beating 205 net) and the feegie by 22 runs (255 net beating 233 net).  so a good 
morning's work for the youngest 'locsters - well played guys! 
  

nearly binary cricket 

  
the ek scorecard was very nearly a binary code lover's dream: 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.  just as well the 

'locster 13s bowled a few wides and no balls or renfrew under 13s' 2005 score of 3 all out would've been 
in danger of being beaten!  as it was, a bundle of wides and a selection of other extras saw 20 posted as 
the home side's score. 

 
the target was then chased down in four overs without loss.  saif'y and abid started and ended the 
innings unbeaten and the 'locsters were back at shawholm in time to watch all of the second innings in 

the 18s game versus killie. 
 

but to go back a bit: the side facing ek was a relatively inexperienced one with skipper saad salim still in 

pakistan, ak'y in spain on holiday and hasan and haider being call-offs due to illness on the day.  brought 
in were young kess sajjad and jock breckenridge to 'keep.  both did well; the latter's appearance meaning 
stand-in skipper saif'y was free to bowl!  and bowl he did: 2-0-3-2 thank you very much!  mention, too, of 

matt watson's debut: he patrolled the point area and had a nice pick-up and throw to run out ek's opener 
to set the tone.  also setting a good standard in the field was 'gus who did a power of work at third man, 
and saif'y who took a nice diving catch at short cover. 
 

well played guys - there'll be tougher games, but this was a clinical job.  b.t.w. anyone know why ek's 
gavin meikle's so grumpy.....with everyone!  his dad, the umpires, his team-mates.....?? 

  

18s see off killie 
  
batting first the visitors to shawholm on monday night managed to post 88 for 4 batting first.  their being 

restricted to under 90 owed much to another incredibly stingy piece of bowling by bil'y chaudhry.  5-2-4-0 
were bz's figures as the killie batters just couldn't get him away.  and bil'y was assisted again by zaeem 
whose five overs saw him return 1 for 16.  in fact so tight was the boys' bowling that the oppo' was just 9 

for 0 after nine overs!  things improved in the second half tho' as the 'locster back-up bowlers were 
attacked by the killie batters.  79 were hit off the last eleven overs, albeit at a cost of four wickets.  
hamilton was kilmarnock's top-scorer with 31, whilst three other batters got into the teens. 

in reply, in the absence of shorty, aamir opened with zaeem.  and muscles timed a few very nicely as he 

moved to 19 before holing out to ollie raine at mid-off after mis-timing one.  zaeem went on tho' and 

made 32 - eventually the big man was trapped in front trying to slog-sweep sharp.  this left dani' and 
scotty to see the side home - both guys finished unbeaten, on 11 each.  but mention must be made - as 

was noted during the game - of scotty's luck in not holing out to mo' azeem.  a full toss from the wee 
fella' was lazily pulled - mis-pulled - to deep'ish mid-wicket where - luckily for jsd - it was grassed.  a 
horrible shot. 

 
but a win it was and it keeps the side's unbeaten league record intact.  but, as has been mentioned 

before, there'll be much tougher games to come and the side really have to be more clinical.....com' on 

watch the 13s for a lesson! 

 
strathclyde state schools win.....with a little help from the 'loc 



  

the club had no fewer than five players in the strathclyde state schools select team that won the inaugral 
clubsport scottish state schools championship played at new williamfield earlier this week.  skippered by 

shorty, the side also featured dani, nt black esq, josh' and frankie.  the title was secured when shorty and 
dani' batted through in the final to beat borders by ten wickets. 

  

the format of the tournament was twenty20 and comprised two semi-finals and a final involving four 
regional sides.  the strathclyde guys drew lothians in their semi- and, batting first, scored 118. 

  

dani' had top-scored with 30 opening with shorty.  the lothians reply saw them restricted to 96 for 8, with 

shorty grabbing 3 for 13 in his four overs, nick taking a catch and josh taking 2 for 26 in his four overs.  a 
nice all-round 'loc contribution! 
 

and the same thing happened in the final against borders, with the oppo' being restricted to just 61 for 9 
in their twenty overs.  shorty again chipped in with a "3-for" (3 for 13 in four again), josh grabbed 
another two (2 for 9 in four) and shorty took a grab.  this left the run chase, and dani' (36*) and shorty 
(17*) saw their side home inside eight overs!  nice. 

  

well done guys; good to see the club so well represented at these kinds of tournaments. 
  

rain, wind, dropped catches and a defeat 

 

the under 13xi crashed to another defeat, at home to motherwell, on wednesday night.  on a bitterly cold 
- and at times very wet! - evening the guys grassed a number of catches that would eventually cost'em 

dear as, under the pairs scoring system, they lost by 21 runs chasing net 274 to win. 

 
the game even started late as the motherwell convoy got stuck in traffic on the m8.  but when things did 

get started it was the visitors batting.  the opening pair, in fact the first two opening pairs, batted nicely.  

few if any chances came the 'locsters' way.  oh, except faisal grassing a relatively straight-forward "c&b" 
chance.  oops. 

  

but he'd not be alone in this camp on the night,.....would he hasan?? 

  
edmond, stuart, kennedy and lawson all came and went without losing their wickets - and 5 runs - and 

the score at halftime was net, and gross, 241.  when the first wicket came it brought a partner.  two-in-

two-balls was the result as omar cleaned up greig and jackson in consecutive deliveries.  but sadly for the 
guys this was as good as it would get, and net 29 were added in the last eight overs as wayward bowling 

kicked in too.  jackson, despite being out, would top-score for the visitors, his bunting being of the 
agricultural variety.  four 4s the tally. 

 

net 273 was the final total posted - a number that could so easily have been lower if 40 runs hadn't been 

conceded in wides and no balls! 

 

274 to win then.  net 207 at halfway wasn't what was needed therefore!  seven wickets had fallen with 

the 'locster top order batting like diddies at times!  even a run out was thrown in for good measure.  
sigh.  but what a difference the second two pairs!  fez, matt', 'gus and tj all batted nicely and made net 

25.  but even that was too little, too late after the first half's shambles.  matt' top-scored with 11, 

including two boundaries, while skipper 'gus's 9 probably contained the best strokeplay. 
 

defeat then, by 21, and another case of what might've been.  but it's still early and there's lots more cric' 

to be played this season.  btw: anyone know where rosco was?? 
  
13s wide of the mark 



 

sometimes our guys give the impression they think their coaches are numpties: why do they keep going 
on about taking net practice seriously,...especially for bowlers?  the answer was patently clear on monday 

night as 'locster bowler after 'locster bowler failed to demonstrate an ability to bowl three or four 
consecutive balls in the same area.  to re-emphasise the bowling plan, a "6-3" field was set, but bowler 

after bowler kept drifting wide, and bowling wides.  fifteen wides in all.  and in a game won by oppo' 

glasgow accies with just a couple of overs to go that's just plain criminal people. 
 

the game had started well enough tho': omar shafiq came in for the on-holiday ak'y and with saad still 
elsewhere it was a relatively inexperienced side that found itself batting first.  saify and wasay opened 

and good progress was made, with wasay bunting away and quickly getting into double fugures.  saify, as 
last week, was playing the anchor role.  ehsan joined saify tho' after wasay got out, carrying on where 

he'd left off against prestwick, i.e. scoring quickly.  but the momentum was lost when the skipper got a 

leading edge and was caught by duncan.  unlucky, but momentum lost nonetheless.  ehsan continued on 
and would make a second retirement-inducing score - this time 35 after bunting a 6 when on 29!  could 

the middle order push on?  nope, unfortunately.  they became becalmed and in the end just 89 was 
scored when 100+ looked likely. 

 

90 to win.  bowling straight was needed.  and, as said, it didn't happen.  the accies guys chased down the 
score with duncan smacking a quick 30, and baig contributing handsomly too, ending up unbeaten at the 

end. 

 

disappointing after the last few weeks' improvement.  the bowlers really need to get in some prolonged 
net bowling to hone their actions so that in future tight games they can repeat these and bowl decent line 

and length.  com' on guys - starts tomorrow at practice! 

  
18s' winning run continues 

 

the 18s got back on the straight and narrow after last week's near-hiccup at torrance house against club 
18-30.  this week it was glasgow accies who were the oppo' and they went into the match with duncan 

kelso as starting pitcher.  but in the end it would be academical only for the 'locsters as they chased 66 to 
win in just twelve overs.  the 'loc's team rbi eventually totalled 69, with only four batters struck out; three 
by the starting pitcher, one by relief, crawford, who came out of the bull-pen to get dani' out.  in fact the 
starting pitcher might actually claim a fourth 'locster scalp as he, literally, struck-out first at bat, shorty in 
over one - the wee man getting struck on the hand by a pitch that rose to miss, top left. 

 
the bottom of the 1st innings had, however, seen the home side's batters manage to score 65, with eight 

batters out.  best for the 'locsters was bil'y whose figures on the night were a staggering 5-4-1-4 - 
bonkers!  so good they're almost impossible to beleive - top effort mr c the elder!  and bil'y was given 
able supprt from zaeem, hari' and nj before umer ran through his five overs and returned 5-1-12-2: more 

pretty impressive figures.  well bowled umer!  so 65 for 8 was all that was posted, and even kelso and his 

breaking fast-balls would find that a difficult score to defend in the bottom of the first. 

 

and that's exactly what turned out to be the case.  despite the starting pitcher's efforts, the 'locsters 
romped home with scotty top-scoring with 28, including a couple of home runs.  and he was given good 
support by usman who, again, showed his ability with the blade.  but the funny thing was neither usman 

(at seven) nor bil'y (at six) were meant to be at bat.  they only made it to home plate because - bizarrely 

- zaeem, hari' and umer decided to "pop out" for a while.  awol during a match?!?  what's that about 
guys???   

  

explanations on the message board please. 



 

but let's not take away from another good win.  more momentum in the 18s' season, but harder matches 
to come.....at grounds where the gates are locked and there's no nearby shops, eh guys! 

 
batting none for five now! 

  

dropped catches cost the 11s dear in their clash with clydesdale on friday night.  four regulation lobs were 
grassed by some of the safest pairs of hands in the side.  the effect?  the toytowners' 27-run win could've 
been much, much closer.  20 runs closer for a start!  the guilty culprits were none other than has', jock, 
skipper ak'y and umair.  the excuses?  included "sun in my eyes" and "came out when i landed"  good 

enough excuses for the 1st xi boys!  is the disease spreading we wonder.  "catches win matches" they 
say; dropped catches also cost matches. 

 

the game started in lovely weather with the visitors batting first.  and they got off to great start with 
ak'y's and hasan's first overs going for 18!  yikes.  the 'dale's bell was bunting, and the 'loc needed 
control.  they got this with umair's maiden in over three, but wickets were needed.  but it wasn't 'til over 
eight that that came along as the catches went down.  hasan getting bashir, caught by amit. 

 

at halfway the 'dale were net 47, and the 'loc were in it, but needing more wickets.  and five followed in 
the second half as better bowling restricted the visitors to just 27.  net 74 was the final damage; six 

wickets being taken in all.  on debut ravidu jayaratne had bowled well: 2-0-5-0 being a nice start to your 

bowling career.  and the has' had bowled tidily too, ending up with 1 for 13 off his four overs. 
 
in reply the 'locsters were 19 for 0 after the first five overs as jock (12*) and robert (1*) kept the 'dale 
bowlers at bay and the game was set up.  second pair ak'y and kess struggled tho' and only a net 4 were 
added to leave the 'locsters' halftime score net 23.  now a big effort was needed from the last four 
batters. 

 

umair and amit would succumb once each to put real pressure on ravidu and hasan batting last, 12 being 

added in overs 11 to 15, meaning 40 were needed off the last five overs.  and even a gutsy unbeaten 26 

from the has' couldn't rescue matters as "rav' 4" [ed: he's the fourth jayaratne!] lost his wicket four 
times.  unlucky rav' - both sides of the game.....in one game! 

 
so defeat.  but no disgrace.  and a good game where both sides bowled well.  the bigger 'dale boys 
bunted better tho' and those grassed catches really cost the boys.  next week it's greenock at home. 

  
13s play proper cricket 

  
'twas a coaches' delight people!  no, honestly, it was!!  put into bat, skipper saif sajjad produced a batting 

master class as he guided his charges through an impeccably paced accummulation of runs.  21 for 0 

after five, 40 for 1 after ten, 66 for 1 after fifteen and 102 for 2 at the close.  saify 33* and ehsan ahmad 

a first-retirement with 30*.  throw in some late innings bunting from mr bunter himself, usman din, and it 

was very nice to watch.  102 wasn't a match-winning shoe-in tho' and we know that prestwick sides are 

always well drilled and know one end of a bat from the other. 

 
so, it was imperative that the 13s' bowlers and fielders then did their bits.  and they did.  in a howling 

gale - at least i think that's what it was, but it was raining so hard it was difficult to tell! - the 'locster 
bowlers bowled straight and true.  and the prestwick top order collapsed like a poloc 1st xi.  eight wickets 
would fall in all, six cleaned bowled.  and it was that man usman din again who led the way: 4-1-11-3 

were his impressive figures on the night, although five wides took just a tad of sheen of the spell. 

  



but usman wasn't alone: idrees showed continued improvement as he took 2 for 15, and ak'y rocked up 
late in the innings to return 3 for 18.  and in the middle, the has' and haider bowled their eight overs for 
just 17.  yup, impressive. 

 
saify's night was also completed by him taking two neat catches standing up. 

 

so continued improvement after a tricky start to their season for the 13s.  that's three wins on the spin 
now.  keep practising guys..... 

 

18s left waiting 

 
the result's shown as "pending" as a stewards' enquiry continues.  but, no matter which the result goes, 

this was a shocker.  eight of the 18s' opponents, east kilbride, were in a side that was skittled for just 24 

by the 'locster 15s last season, and yet they racked up 112 batting first at torrance house on monday.  
this after being 29 for 2 after ten overs!!  what's that about?   

  
the back up bowlers got thumped with economy rates that are more like 'phone numbers.  only bil'y can 
really hold his head up as he returned impeccable figures of 5-1-8-1.  everyone else's were x-rated.  

throw in seven missed run outs noted on the scoresheet, and three dropped catches (!) and this really 
was the rocky horror cricket show. 
 

still, that said, 113 to win shouldn't be too tricky given the depth of the 'loc's batting line up, and even 
given hari' was missing.  well, it certainly got trickier when shorty ran himself out ball #1, a umeed-style, 
trying to run a bye from the non-striker's end!?!  and this just signified the beginning of the end as 

'locster batters came and went with gay abandon: five got to ten, none to twenty.  two run outs!  need i 

go on..... 
 

in the end the boys finished 5 runs short with eight down.  what a shocker.  let's hope lessons have been 

learned. 

 

m.o.t.m?  probably east kilbride's 19 year-old "overseas amateur", vardy: 29 and a 3-for.  check out his 

bebo homepage. 

 
beautiful night for it 

  

glasgow's southside on a pleasant warm summer's night - nice.  the leafy suburban oasis that is weirs' 
albert park - idyllic.  and cric' to watch.  it was the under 11s versus their weirs' counterparts in the 

league.  ak'y tossed the coin and the boys were fielding. 
 

weirs struggled a little from the start, weirs' opening combo' managing just net 6 in their five overs.  and 

this set the tone: the second five saw none added in net terms, the third five saw 14 added, the final five 

-17!  all in therefore the home side kinda' ended up where they'd started.  278 for 15, meaning net 3 in 

"old money".  who'd got the fifteen wickets to have fallen?  the answer: hasan.....eight of them!  including 

an all-bowled hat-trick!!!  well bowled has'!  and his last wicket saw a neat catch by 'keeper jock 

breckenridge off the last ball of the weirs' innings. 
 

in reply the 11s never looked in any trouble.  only three wickets would fall as all bar two batters carried 

their bats; hasan again stealing the show with a quick-fire 25 not out batting with debutant ahmed-raza 
hanif at the end.  these two took the total to 328 for 3, or net 113.  a win by 110 runs: convincing. 

 

well played guys - good to see them improving and gaining confidence in this, the first level of hard-ball 

cric'. 



 

well batted extras! 
 

uddy's bowlers were in super-generous mood as they chipped in no less than 69 runs to the 15s' total of 
200 in friday night's wdjcu league match at shawholm.  and 47 of'em were wides or no balls meaning the 

15s' batters actually faced, not twenty overs, but an incredible 28+!  bonkers.  and none of the bowlers 

faired any better than any other - in fact it was a pro-rata performance.  opener gavin main set the tone 
bowling no fewer than eight (!) in his second over, on his way to a cool eighteen!  the other bowler 

bowling five overs, jamie greenshields, couldn't quite keep up, but his sixteen wides was a decent effort.  

is there some kind of comp' we're unaware of??  anyway, the game: in amongst the scatter-gun approach 

the uddy opening bowlers did bowl some straight ones - and two of these saw off the 'loc's openers  -22 
for 2 with shorty and scotty in the hutch.  dani' though was luckier - he just got the wide ones!  actually 

that's too simplistic, dz batted in his usual dominant style at this level and took the attack to the bothwell 

castle boys - his eventual 68 being the central plank of the huge 200 for 5 racked up.  the other 
contributors on the night were josh'y at four who made 23, and the two unbeaten at the end: max (18*) 

and saify (12*).  hari' was the other victim, matching shorty's 5 before holing out. 
 

201 to win then..... 

 
enough said.  and the game was well and truly done-and-dusted when, at 14-5, the uddingston top order 

had been skittled.  michael jordan and custodious were the only two batters who got past 1, as the 

visitors slumped to 30 all out.  the damage was done - as often is the case - by the khan:aziz combo'.  

hari' bowled with pace, umer with swing and guile.  and the uddingston batters didn't quite know what to 
make of it.  umer would go on to grab three wickets in his 3.2 overs, hari' picked up one, for just 4 runs 

in his four overs.  the other wickets were shared around with frankie getting two and usman two.  30 all 

out it was, a win by the not-insignificant margin of 170 runs..... 
 

"b" for "b"ad result and "b"ad weather 

  

the 'locsters played their first "b" league fixtures on wednesday and thursday.  wednesday saw the 13s 
down at new cambusdoon where, in a competitive match, they lost out to the home side.  haider's for 5 

for 9 not being enough!  then on thursday it was the rebel alliance -v- the dark side for the third time this 

season.  but, with the toytown batters in disarray and two-down early the chief darth called in the rain 
clouds and the match was washed out! 

  

"thanks hari!" 
 

that might've been zaeem's cry after hari' grabbed a catch to dismiss him whilst carrying out the 
substitute fielder's role for weirs in monday night's under 18 league fixture at albert park.  z' had opened 
the batting with shorty on a damp deck on a dark night.  48 for 1 was the result of hari's safe hands, and 

shorty - who'd go on to make 37 - was then joined by fellow under 14, dani'.  dani', as ever, took the 

game to the oppo' bowlers and went on to top-score with 38 pipping the wee man by 1 ;-)  dani', too, 
would perish however - the third catch of the innings, leaving nj and scotty to see the side through to the 
close of their innings with 20* and 10* respectively.  138 for 3 was the score; 139 the home side's target. 

 
hari' - back on the side of truth and justice - opened the bowling for the 18s, with bil'y as his opening 
partner.  hari's five overs would leak just 19 runs as he grabbed saedar's wicket on the way to a nice tidy 

spell.  bil'y wasn't so economical tho', and would bowl three before giving way to the back-up attack.  and 
four other bowlers were used on the night, with shorty grabbing a wicket, but zaeem stealing the honours 

with 3 for 24 in five overs,...bowling third change!  that's put a nice marker down for the skipper to think 

about z' - like it! 



 

none of the 'locster bowlers, bar hari', were particularly economical however and the home side ended up 
much closer to the target score than might've been originally thought.  118 for 8 being their final tally. 

 
so league win two, out of two - nice start, but a long - very long - way still to go. 

 

will somebody please have a slog! 
 

now there's something you don't often hear at the 'loc, eh!  'specially on under 11 coaching night.  but 

here's the context dear reader: the 'locster under 13s need 14 off five overs to beat visitors uddingston at 
home.  three overs later with the middle order batters all playing straighter - and safer - than any of the 
assembled coaches and/or spectators had ever previously seen, the side's contrived to add just 8 runs to 

the total.  now 6 runs are needed and there's only twelve balls left.  over nineteen starts with a wicket, 

then a dot ball.  what's going on?  new bat usman din - elevated up the order because he's a known 
bunter of the sphere - has played his first ball,.....and played an immaculate straight bat forward 

defensive shot!?!  a quick word from a coach in usman din's ear changes things however.  the next two 
balls?  4  4  a win.  q. what was the word in his ear?  a. "hit it!" 

 

so that was the end of proceedings.  they'd started in more sensible form however with uddy batting first 
and posting 70.  this might not strike you as too good a score, but bear in mind they only had seven 

batters!  gavin main top-scored with a bunted 33, and was ably supported by cameos from shaikh and 

isdale.  shaikh's knock was bizarre - he looked like a rabbit in the headlights for much of the time, 

including when given out lbw having not moved a muscle to an idrees hafeez delivery, but, in the middle, 
struck a fantastic straight 4 and pulled a maximum 6!?!  absolutely bizarre.  the end of the uddy innings 
was also slightly comical.  over-age player dennis eyles was playing on the proviso he batted last.  this he 

dutifully did, arriving at the crease with more than three overs left.  den-boy was probably looking 
forward to some batting practice, only to find himself walking straight back off again after his partner 

burke was so keen to get him on strike he was stumped the very next ball!  ouch. 

 

best in the bowling stakes was idrees with figures of 4-1-6-2, with usman din adding to his hitting the 

winning runs with 4-0-10-0 - nice and economical.  saify sajjad deserves a mention too.  skippering the 

side in saad's absence he took a nice stumping chance and then managed the 'locster reply beautifully 
with a well-judged 25.  well done guys. 
  

frankly disappointment 

 
the 'locster 18s fell at the first hurdle in this year's frank smith trophy in a replay of last year's final.  the 
henry thow oval was the venue as prestwick won by 28 runs.  but it could've been so different.  even a 
cursory glance at the scorecard shows why.  21 in wides and no balls gifted by the 'locster bowlers made 

the difference - unbelievable - criminal - you name it.  prestwick are a decent side, particularly strong in 

the bowling department.  so it's essential oppo' teams don't let them get away if they bat first, knowing 

chasing a big total's not easy.  45 for 1 after five overs wasn't the start the 'loc had wanted therefore.  

and 11 of those, yes eleven (!), had been wides!  that's two extra overs in the first five, in addition to the 

additional 11 runs.  yup, criminal.  and pretty much all the bowlers were culprits.  only skipper nj, and 
maybe zaeem, can hold their heads up.  nj grabbed a "4-for" as he threw the ball to himself to try and 
exercise some control with his off spin.  zaeem, who grabbed willie rowan's wicket to put a stop to his 

better-than-a-run-a-ball innings, was also reasonably economical, going at just 4.2.  so 4 for 16 in five 

overs for nj, and zaeem giving some support.  the others?  going at near 6s and above. 
 

for the home side rowan's 29 off just 23 balls was the pick of the innings played.  ross patterson, at five, 

was the only other knock of quality; 23 from 24 balls being an important contribution to eventual 113 for 

9. 



 

one positive in the first half for the 'locsters was, however, their catching and throwing: four catches 
offered, four taken.  three direct-hit run outs.  all the catches were pretty good, with a running take by 

bil'y coming round from mid-off being top-drawer.  in the run out stakes, all were good.  but one was also 
bizarre.  umer's bowling, ball's bowled, "no ball!" is called, shorty pouches the catch at cover point.  
undetered the wee man then shells the ball at the bowler's end where eoin baillie's run out!  nice one. 
 
in reply the 'locster plan was to see off rowan and plunder from the other bowlers.  zaeem opened with 

shorty and the plan started well enough.  in fact over two immediately brightened 'loc hearts as z' pulled 
a fraser rodger long-hop over the fence at square leg.  but z' wouldn't last too much longer as he was 

cleaned up by rowan.  dani' joined shorty and the two young'uns added 23 before dani' was adjudged lbw 
to craig morrison who'd come into the attack,.....after keeping wicket for the first ten overs?!?  morrison's 

delivery probably kept low, and the ump' had little choice.  shorty kept going though and the scoreboard 
was ticking over.  33 after ten wasn't ideal, but only two wickets were down.  over twelve went for 9, 
over fourteen for 11.  it wasn't impossible. 

 
prestwick skipper robertson was moving his fielders around trying to cut out gaps, and decided spinner 

thomson wasn't what was needed, and turned to ross patterson.  patterson nearly had an immediate 

effect, his second over seeing him grab two wickets: hari' getting cleaned up and max going leg-before.  
this really saw the 'locsters' chance ended as shorty had been run out - after top-scoring in the game - for 

31 in morrison's fourth over,.....off a wide! 

the innings petered out a bit towards the end, but no-one threw their wicket away, and all the batters 

tried to keep the 'board ticking over.  85 for 8 was the final score, and the margin off defeat was 28 
runs.  oh to have not given those extras away.   

  

post-match the guys in many ways didn't need to have it spelled out to them.  the seam bowling unit 
really hadn't fired, and another 'loc side was left wondering what just might've been. 

 

all's well that's played at 'well 

  

the 11s cantered to victory in gathering gloom at dalziel park - somewhere near motherwell? - on friday 

night.  on a clear, but bitterly cold, night the coach just had enough circulation in his hand to finish off the 

scorecard at 9.30pm as the dew settled: the final 'card showing the 'loc had won by a whopping 107 runs. 
 

q. but why the late finish?  a. the game'd started late.  q. why the late start?  a. the team had left late.  q. 

why the late departure?  a. one word: "jayaratne".  yup, the youngest of the family whom time forgot - or 
should we say who forgot time - was a no-show at 5pm.  pretty keen to make his debut, eh guys?  a 

quick call to chez jayaratne revealed rj was still at home!  so it was goodbye debut, hello debut as young 
calum james stepped into the breach.  cheers cal'.  and with big bruv' keeping wicket with jock away, and 

aqib mahmood making a first start too, it was an inexperienced side that eventually took the field. 

 

but we needn't have worried as the home batters made heavy weather of their first "go" despite some - 

at times - wayward bowling.  lewis james made a pretty decent 'keeping debut, and - certainly - there 

were a few good things in the fielding display.  no matter amit decided a catch coming his way "might 

hurt", ak'y showed the way with a catch and two run outs.  umair's bowling was also top-notch: 4-3-1-3 
as figures aren't seen too often!  ak'y also took 2 for 9, and hasan 2 for 6. 
 

in reply the 'locsters never looked in too much trouble with sound defence, in the main, being added to by 
the despatching of bad balls to the boundary.  nine 4s in all were struck as more batters played 

positively.  throw in 111 (!!) in extras and the eventual score of 340 for 4 gave the boys their big win.  top 

scorer was hasan with 22, but lewis's and ak'y's 11s were also helpful. 
 
15s on eas[t]y street 



 

ek came to shawholm on friday night and when the 'loc's reply was 4.3 overs old the game was over.  38 
all out had been chased down in 27 balls by dani' and scotty for no wickets down.  fairly comprehensive. 

 
the win had been all-but-secured in the first half as ek were skittled for 38 with the damage being done 

by a combination of seam and spin.  umer and hari' did the initial damage up front, before shorty's "4-for" 
tore the heart out of the middle order.  hari' was unplayable and returned 3-1-2-1, whilst umer grabbed 2 
for 13 in his three overs.  shorty's figures ended up 3.3-0-13-4. 
 

this game might also be remembered for the passing of the 'keeping mantle from scotty to max.  

maximillian took over behind the sticks to great effect and his catch behind, standing up, to shorty's 
leggies was top-drawer: genuine nick safely pouched. 

not much else to say on this one - next week the 15s've a week off; for now their league campaign's still 

an unbeaten one.  much, much tougher challenges lie ahead however. 
 

oh, and the dark side 15s lost for the second time, succumbing to feegie! 
 

give me the sound of silence... 

  
the 'locster under 13s played their third fixture of the new season on monday night, meeting - bizarrely 

for the second time already - west of scotland at hamilton crescent.  the weather was fair and with the 

sun out it was quite warm.  a pleasant early evening in the leafy locale that is hamilton crescent, where 

glasgow's genteel west end meets up-market broomhill.  delightful.  the sound of leather on willow, birds' 
evensong, children's laughter, and the warm sun on your face.  yup, de-light-ful.  what a shame then that 

the tranquility was shattered in the second half of proceedings by the sighting in the outfield of that rarest 

of rare species, a soon-to-be-spotty bullsledger.  and what a noise it made, it's distinctive calls being 
clearly heard across the ground: "com' on, give us some chat boys"; "he hasn't hit it off the square yet"; 

"whoa, great technique there boys, let's send the technician back to school"; "he likes his edges boys"; 

"yeah baby, hit it to the slips"; "he's fishing boys"; "no runs off you mate, no runs off you"; "we're a pack 

of wolves in here boys"; "let's bring the slips into play"; "poking at it, he's poking at it"; "see you later 

buddy!"; and, of course, the give-away call of "tailenders now boys, tailenders now".  what a shame the 

first half's silence was broken... 

  
...and what about the first half?  well it saw the home side post 109 for 5 in their twenty-over allocation, 

the 'locsters doing well latterly to restrict west to just 11 from the last five overs.  saad's second spell was 

particularly impressive, the cricket champ leaking just 1 run from his two overs at the death.  and that 
run?  a no ball called by the 'locsters' own umpire for a cry of "com' on saad!" as said mr salim delivered 

the ball?!?  ahem, 'pologies again for that to west. 
 

elsewhere the best of the 'loc bowling saw haider akram's off-spin again produce dividends: 4-0-22-2 

being his return; two very nice stumpings from saify behind the sticks.  haider was involved in the field 

too, getting an important-for-the-stat's touch on a saad throw from the outfield to run out home skipper 

andrew galloway.  this was the first of two run outs in the innings, the second seeing saad claim the scalp 

as madju didn't make his ground.  the fielding, in fact, was generally okay - some good chasing of balls in 

pairs and relay throwing, and some good "boundary running" from usman din.  the only downsides were 
tj grassing a fairly simple chance at point as andrew umeed fluffed a poke outside off stump, and ehsan 

inexplicably deciding he "didn't fancy" a lofted drive straight at him at mid-wicket!  ehsan?? 

  
110 to win required a solid start from the 'locster openers.  so, 2 for 1 with saify back in the changing 
room having not troubled the scorers, wasn't ideal.  he'd "bottomed" a wild wide delivery from ata 

straight back to the big seamer.  abid chaudhry continued on tho' and would make 5 before his lack of 

foot movement resulted in ata cleaning him up - probably taken as much by surprise as anything, getting 
a straight ball!  much then rested on the shoulders of the skipper; could he nurture the middle order of 



the ahmad boys through?  the answer seemed yes for a bit with ehsan adding 7 before departing, and 

hasan batting very comfortably.  then, oops.  having survived a close lbw appeal the over before from iain 
wheel, and having then carted umeed's follow up over for 7, saad attempted to sweep wheel's first ball of 

his third over only to, again, be hit full on the pad - this time the ump's finger was raised and off saad 
trudged.  saad's departure meant victory would be very difficult.  however, credit to the guys, they didn't 

throw in the towel but kept just batting away amidst the incessant noise from that bullsledger. 
 
in the end 54 was posted, at a cost of five wickets.  a big defeat, but still much to be pleased about, not 

least the boys' willingness to keep going.  with application and practice their batting will improve and 

more runs will be scored. 

 
win for 'locster under 11s 
 

the under 11s finally got their season up-and-running at anniesland on friday, and ran out comfortable 
winners. there were three debutants to hard-ball league cricket and so it was encouraging to get win #1.  

the tale of the match - played on a night that started in mid-summer, and ended in mid-winter weather 
conditions-wise! - was that, batting first, the home side made 229 for 7 under the adjusted scoring 

system in play in under 11s league cric'.  the 'locsters then successfully chased this - and more - finishing 

on 285 for 3 in their twenty overs. 
 

for the 'locsters, on the bowling front, skipper ak'y was pick of the bunch with 2 for 5 in his five overs, 
kess grabbed 2 for 15, whilst hasan and robert - on debut - picked up a wicket each.  everyone bowled 

pretty well in fact with amit and lewis also sealing debuts with decent-enough displays with the ball.  well 
done guys.  and the bowlers were well supported in the field too.  jock breckenridge starts the season as 

'keeper and put in a great display taking a running catch [ed: never easy with the gloves on] and letting 

only 2 byes through.  and hasan ran out accies' forbes with a direct hit from point - nice.  there were also 
good efforts from lewis (still recovering from a busted nose) and kess who covered a huge amount of 

grass chasing balls. 

 

in reply the 'locsters' total was built around decent defence - only three wickets fell - and three sound 
innings from jock (6), hasan (9) and lewis (9). 

 

everyone played their parts, although there's still plenty to do at preactice - see you monday guys. 
 

pretty academic for 15s 

 
the 15s saw seeing off their accies oppo' at shawholm, skittling their visitors for under 50 on friday night.  

the damage was done by the new-ball combo' of hari' and umer who had accies 15 for 5 after five overs, 
with three and two wickets respectively.  at this juncture the skipper threw the ball to saad and humza 

and, tho' the visitors staged something of a recovery, it was only deferring the inevitable and the last 

wicket fell with the scoreboard showing just 45. 

 

humza and the cricket champ' had grabbed two apiece, and umer had run out mccallum.  top scorer for 

the visitors was faith who made 16. 

 
and 16 was to be the 'locsters' highest score too - shorty making this opening the batting before getting 

cleaned up by george clark.  and, at least momentarily, it was "interesting" when the 'loc's reply stood at 
1 for 2 with max and nicholas black esq. both gone for blobs.  max'y bizarrely ran himself out; mr black 
was trapped leg-before. 

 

scotty millen finally got himself an under 15 average too as he hit a 4 then departed, out caught, leaving 

hari' and josh to see the side home with more than ten overs to spare. 
 



so a decent comeback after the disappointment of just losing out to the dark side the day before - next 

week ek come a-calling. 
 

nearly but not quite 
 

let's hope it's not the start of something!  bowl and field like diddys then nearly pull off a remarkable run 

chase.  what's wrong with the more traditional approach of bowling line-and-length, setting sensible 
fields, doing the basics in the field and then chasing down the target in regulation fashion?!? 

 

we're talking about the 'locster 15s cup exist to the dark side.  147 for 3 beat 139 for 3.  bonkers 
scoreline - forget the ipl people, it's toytown titwood for thrills and spills.....the latter referring to outfield 
catches! 

 

lets' start with some positives - the word that's in vogue just now: dani' and scotty showed they can 
punish rank bad bowling, saad showed he's a fearless wee cricketer, umer demonstrated he can worry 

the best batters at his age group, shorty again showed he can turn a ball square and saify demonstrated 
creditable technique up against the big boys.  so not all bad. 

 

but this was a game that the 'loc could, and should have won - and we know hindsight's 20-20.  batting 
first the home side got off to a flyer.  in fact almost every new 'locster bowler seemed intent to bowl 

rubbish first over: umer's went for 13, saad's 14, shorty's 13, dani's 9.  hari', whose first went for just 5, 
joined in in over two though, going for 10.  and it was generally poor bowling, and it was punished.  long-

hops and full tosses - ouchay guys!  umer did pull his stat's back bowling another three for just 9 runs, 
but the running start had given the 'dale the boost they were looking for. 
 

the only home batter to fail was ex-'locster asad alam who swung and missed at four before being 
cleaned up by hari'.  in fact it'd be a tortured evening for asad as his first balls in a two-over spell went for 

4 no balls.  and his two overs cost 17 - yikes.  for the dark side paddy barbour made 38 from 38 balls, 

whilst shreyas chitnis made 50 from 46 balls.  but the knock of the night was lyle hill's 47 from just 26 

deliveries - extraordinary.  and it'd be his night as, arguably, his four overs for just 20 runs in the 'loc 
reply was crucial. 

 

but the 'card doesn't tell you everything: the 'locsters dropped three or four catches in the outfield (hill 
being dropped off shorty's bowling, by hari', when on just 14!  and then there were the miss-fields.....it 

was horrible to watch; particularly gaulling given it's about all we've practised since indoor nets finished!  

the shambles was best summed up when shrek miss-hit a ball into the infield and scampered a single.  
the ball was fielded and thrown at the stumps at the bowler's end for 2 overthrows.  then it was collected 

and thrown at the same end, again, for a further 4 overthrows.  that'll be a 7 to chitnis then!  madness.  
and even tho' at the time they don't believe it, every run lost in the field counts - remember guys fielding 

isn't just waiting to bat; it's when most matches are won.  throw in the 9 wides and no balls and you start 

to see how 147 could've been much, much less. as ever it's good to analyse what happened on the extra 

balls bowled resulting from the wides and no balls.  answer: 13 runs were scored.  so they actually cost 

the side 22!  so add in the 6 overthrows and you're at 28 already - guys, guys, guys,.....think! 

 

to the 'loc reply.  saify opened to create a left-right combo' and to try get some early bunting in.  he 
batted manfully and would put on 55 with dani' for the first wicket, getting 12 himself.  when saify went 

scotty millen came in and the run rate had to improve.  the boys stuck to their tasks and to their strategy 

of waiting for bad balls.  and when halftime came they were 66 for 1.  82 needed off ten.  then, perhaps, 
a turning point.  the strategy stuttered.  no bad balls came.  only 2 were gained off 22 balls between the 

middle of over 10 and the end of over 13.  over 14 did produce 18, but this still meant the previous 28 

balls had only produced 20 when a run-a-ball was needed.  12 then came off over 15 and the 'locsters 
were ten ahead of where the 'dale had been.  they were three ahead after seventeen, but crucially scotty 
had been dismissed, stumped off paddy barbour's bowling.  28 needed off 18 balls then.  dani' then 



retired having reached 52, leaving shorty and hari' to try and get the runs fresh to the middle.  they 

added to the score at a run-a-ball but it wouldn't be enough.  and even saad's heroics - 13 from six balls - 
couldn't bring the 'loc home. 

 
so one that got away.  lessons to be learned and lots - lots - to improve on.  the first chance comes 

versus glasgow accies in the league. 

 
and here's maybe the two biggest lessons: 1. "fielding's not waiting to bat"; and 2. scoring quickly is 

about scoring regularly, not just waiting to hit bad balls".  1. means the 'locsters must stay awake, think, 

and do the basics they've practised so hard in the winter.  2. means that a big chunk of the 61 dot balls in 

the 'locsters' innings - yes, more than half of the total balls! -  will become singles and more totals will 
chased down more quickly. 

 

overall all then disappointing, but plenty to work on and lots more cric' to play!  revenge versus the 'dale 
15s comes on the last game of the league season.... 

 
15s open up with easy win 

 

the reigning under 15 champ's, the 'loc's under 15s, opened up their defence of their league title at 
bellsland on friday.   

 

the oppo', kilmarnock, put up a brave fight but were outclassed by a full-strength  'loc side.  20 all out 

was all killie mustered, a target reached inside three overs for none down. 
 

winning the toss, skipper shorty inserted killie with rain in the air and a gloomy outlook forecast.  and, 

sure enough, with hari' and umer running in to bowl their respective first overs the rain started to fall.  
luckily for the 'locsters the home side wickets fell as steadily as the drizzle with the h&m combo' causing 

all sorts of trouble.   

 

hari's first over cost just 1, umer's first ball was edged thru' shorty's fingers at first slip.  then it was 6 for 
2 when hari' collected his cap after over three.  jordan flynn'd been cleaned up and number three 

marshman had been sent packing by a direct from the cricket champ' picking up and throwing from extra 

cover.  good stuff saad. 
 

from this point it was all downhill for killie as only ollie raine offered any real resistance, again 
demonstrating against the 'loc that he's got sound technique.  but he was inexplicably run out by 
murphy!  here's some advice for the perhaps-too-timid mr raine: "no!!!".  stand your ground, send'em 

back we say.... 
 

raine's wicket was the sixth to go down and was the main event before the josh sajjad show.  josh came 

on second change and, in 7 balls, cleaned up the tail: 1.1-0-2-3 - nice.  19 all out.  the only downside: 9 

extras, including 7 wides! 

 

the 'loc's run chase was efficient and brief.  20 racked up in eighteen balls.  thanks, too, to killie for 14 of 
these being extras.  max'y and nicholas black esq. were the openers; both finished unbeaten. 
 

next week sees two more games; a far more formidable trip to toytown in the cup followed by 
entertaining glasgow accies at home the day afterwards. 


